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What others say
«INCAS provides golden advice. Although often of strategic business
importance, this advice is based on excellent connections in-country,
is grounded and accurate.»
- Senior executive - Shell International

«INCAS consultants have consistently delivered on time and to the
quality requirements we have. They show the necessary flexibility and
insight required to work effectively in difficult contexts.»
- Senior advisor - UN

«INCAS consultants are good at working in socially and politically
complex environments, and have been useful to me in advising me in
developing corporate strategies in Azerbaijan, where we were
building new oil & gas development projects during a
politically sensitive time in the Caspian region.»
- Senior executive - BP

projects for the UN

work we do

a strategy for peace and security based on constructive
engagement with communities in the Niger Delta for Shell
stakeholder engagement strategy for new East Siberian projects,

indigenous peoples
guidelines for BP

reputation management road map for TNK-BP in Russia
business and human rights assignment for Statoil

a study for OECD on the state of the art in early warning
of conflict around the world

a project in Nigeria
a project in
Southern Sudan

Strategic Conflict Assessment studies for the UK
government on the North Caucasus in Russia

projects for
EEAS

consulting German government, ECOWAS and IGAD on early warning
systems in West and East Africa

a project in Nigeria

a project in Kyrgyzstan

HOW IT WORKS
COMMON ROOT VALUES

LISTENING AND HEARING
THE OTHER

prevention and
transformation
of conflicts into
the partnership
MULTI-STAKEHOLDER
DIALOGUE
TO SOLVE PROBLEMS

IDENTIFYING REAL ISSUES
EARLY

DIALOGUE IN GOOD FAITH

WHY?
•

There is no jointly owned and independent platform in the Arctic regions at
present (that would involve government, business, environmental
NGOs and indigenous peoples’ organisations, and
communities together) to proactively identify key environmental/
social issues and disputes and prevent/manage conflicts around those issues
through constructive procedures in a transparent and well-informed manner.

•

Dialogue at the early stage would maximise the power of people
and key actors in concrete Arctic regions to resolve issues
by themselves as well as contribute to the prevention of costly conflicts
and serious environmental/social damage in the Arctic as a whole.

•

Companies that have a stake in the development of energy resources and
other economic assets in the Arctic regions must embrace their social
responsibility for environmental protection, respect for the
rights of the indigenous peoples and their ways of life, and
invest in the most advance technologies preventing negative impacts.

AIM
• Provide

governments, companies, environmental NGOs and
indigenous peoples’ organisations as well as communities with
a cost-effective system to prevent and constructively resolve
disputes through multi-stakeholder dialogue before they
escalate into costly and dangerous conflicts

HOW TO ENSURE INDEPENDENCE
AND JOINT OWNERSHIP?
• Statement

principles

of common/shared values and operational

• Multi-sectoral

Steering Committee comprised by
representatives of government, business and civil society
organisations subscribing to the Statement

• Pool

of funds controlled by a Steering Committee of
donors and in-kind contributors including NGOs and
communities, and managed by an independent organisation

GOING BEYOND THE MONETARY
moral imperative

POLICY
Respecting the uniqueness
and fragility of the Arctic,
emphasis on prevention,
top-notch oil-spill
contingency planning, and
transparency

+

RISK MANAGEMENT
based on ‘do no harm’
approach; ESIAs integrating
opinions of
environmentalists and IPs;
free, prior and informed
consent

+

socially responsible business
and sustainable development

PROJECTS
Inclusive subsidiarity: finding
local solutions to local
problems in partnership
with local stakeholders;
adherence to policy and
risk management standards

NOTA BENE
• It

is important to note that losses from project delays
caused by direct action by protesters and activists,
costs of reputational damage as well as indirect costs
of socio-political factors influencing investors’
behaviour by far exceed the costs of resolving
disputes through constructive dialogue

ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL
DISPUTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ARCTIC REGIONS (ESDM-AR)
will

•

Identify key environmental and social issues emerging from resource
exploitation and economic development in the Arctic, determine their
importance for key stakeholders and communities, and formulate a jointly
endorsed agenda for dialogue

•

Organise preparatory consultations, fact-finding/research, and hold multistakeholder dialogue meetings aimed at finding concrete and actionable
solutions, reaching agreements on next steps and problem-solving by actors
concerned

•

Deliver fact-finding and independent verification for evidence-based
dialogue, while also serving as an expertise hub available to governments,
companies and NGOs/communities

WEB-BASED ISSUES MAP
EXPERT EARLY WARNING AND HEARING LOCAL VOICES

Issue 3
Statoil
platform

Issue 1
Northern
Sea Route

Issue 4
Shell Project

Issue 2
Rosneft
Exploration
Project

Community
dispute

Arctic sea
ice record
low

Issues map will be based on crowdsourcing + expert inputs
processing SMS, MMS, email, Twitter and Facebook messages

SUGGESTIONS ON NEXT
STEPS
• Key

stakeholders should make expressions of interest

• Joint

vision on concept and mandate

• Pool

of funds and a Steering Committee

• Pilot

web site with the ‘issues map’

• Initial

assessment/study of key issues identified and a
roundtable bringing owners of the system together to work
out an action plan to operationalise the system

